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Or will they destroy one
another first?"-JLA Vol. 1 DC
Comics legend Grant
Morrison (ALL STAR
SUPERMAN, FINAL
CRISIS) delivers his unique
take on the adventures of the
World's Greatest SuperHeroes! This volume features
a cosmic adventure on a
grand scale as the Justice
League faces off against Lex
Luthor's newly assembled
Injustice Gang while the fate
of the Earth itself hangs in the
balance. Plus, the heroes must
race through time to stop a
threat to all eternity: the evil
god Darkseid. This volume
collects JLA 10-17,
Prometheus (Villains) #1,
JLA/WildC.A.T.s #1, and JLA
Secret Files #2.
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abilities make them
as much a threat as
those hunting them.
Animal Man by Grant
Morrison 30th
Anniversary Deluxe
Edition Book Two DC
Comics
In this acclaimed
collaboration,
iconic comic book
creators Grant
Morrison
(MULTIVERSITY) and
Mark Millar (THE
AUTHORITY) conspire
to put the Scarlet
Speedster through
the most grueling
and life-changing
challenges they can
conjure up! First,
the Flash must
battle against
every heroÕs
nightmareÑa
sentient supercostume that
consumes the life
force of anyone who
wears it. Then, the
Fastest Man Alive
must find a way to
counter his old foe
the Mirror Master
before everyone he
cares about is
reverse-aged out of
existence. After
that, Wally West
barely has time to
breathe before heÕs

forced to enter a
race spanning all
of time and space
against an
unbeatable
opponentÑwith the
loserÕs world to be
erased from
existence! Of
course, with
friends like Jay
Garrick, Max
Mercury, and Jesse
Quick by his side,
the Keystone Comet
can face down
nearly any threat
imaginableÑbut not
even an entire team
of speedsters can
outrun death
itself. And when
the Black Flash
comes for him,
Wally will have to
go deeper into the
Speed Force than
heÕs ever daredÑor
lose everything he
holds dear!
Morrison and Millar
are joined by
artists Paul Ryan,
John Nyberg, Ron
Wagner, Pop Mhan
and many more for a
celebrated run with
comicsÕ most
celebrated runner
in THE FLASH BY
GRANT MORRISON &
MARK

MILLARÑcollecting
THE FLASH #130-141,
GREEN LANTERN #96
and GREEN ARROW
#130.
Superman - Action
Comics: The Rebirth
Deluxe Edition Book 2
DC
The next volumes of
JUSTICE LEAGUE as a
part of DC Universe
Rebirth are collected
here in deluxe
hardcover! From
masters of the comic
book medium Bryan
Hitch (JLA) and Tony
S. Daniel (BATMAN)
comes a new beginning
for the Justice
League where they
come face to face
with the greatest
threats they have
ever seen. Hitch
continues his run on
JUSTICE LEAGUE
Rebirth in this
deluxe edition of
JUSTICE LEAGUE: THE
REBIRTH DELUXE
EDITION BOOK 2.
Starring the greatest
heroes the world has
ever known, Batman,
Superman, Wonder
Woman, the Flash,
Cyborg, Aquaman and
the Green Lanterns
work together to save
the planet. Whether
it's racing across
time or defeating
alternative versions
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people through their
dreams and battle
other enemies.
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